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Data	from	Smart	City

• Increasing	demands	for	Smart	City	applications
• Monitoring	real-world

• environmental	conditions	(e.g.,	air	and	water)
• artificial	objects	(e.g.,	roads	and	buildings)
• citizens	opinions	(e.g.,	social	networks)

• Analyzing	for	smart	lives
• decision	making	(e.g.,	air	pollution	prevention	policy)
• facility	management	(e.g.,	roadway	management)

• Data	from	smart	city	tend	to	be	multi-dimensional.
• Real-time	analysis of	smart	city	data	has	been	
becoming	an	increasing	demand.
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• Which	queries	to	be	registered	is	decided	
by	cost	model	based	on	frequency.

• Other	queries	are	performed	on	demand.



Purpose	of	this	paper

• Realize	that	StreamOLAP system	is	applicable	for	
real-world	(esp.	smart	city)	data.
• Share	experiences	for	StreamOLAP application	
using	city	facility	utilization logs.
• OLAP	operation	case	study
• Visualization	concerns



City	Facility	Utilization	logs

• Field:	Tsukuba	city,	Japan
• Log:	who,	when,	and	where,	a	user	used
• User	info.:	Attributes	of	users
• For	privacy	prevention,	we	cannot	obtain	raw	data.

• e.g.,	address	is	anonymized	to	postcode.TABLE I: Schemas of analyzing data: (a) city facility utilization logs, and (b) user information. Thickened attributes represent
primary key.

(a) City facility utilization log.

Attribute Description
Log ID Record identifier.
Facility Name/ID of utilized facility.
Room Name/ID of utilized room.
Date Date of utilization.
Time Starting and ending time of utilization.
Purpose Purpose of utilization.
User Name/ID of utilizing users.
Fee Amount of payment for utilization.
Num. of People Number of utilizing users.
Location Latitude and longitude of facility.

(b) User information

Attribute Description
User Name/ID of user (group in reality).
Purpose Purpose of user for his/her utilizations.
Num. of Members Number of users.
Postcode Anonymized address of representative user.
Ward Ward of user. This is higher abstraction of Postcode.
User Type Type (e.g., Kids, elders, etc.) of user.

of aggregations have done, namely, counting (Fig. 3(a)) and
ratio (Fig. 3(b)). Fig. 3(a) indicates that users from ward 5
frequently utilize many facilities. While, people from ward 6
mainly utilize facility P and very few on others.

Not only the actual number of utilizations but also the ratio
of utilizations over facilities is an interest of the analyzing
user. Fig. 3(b) indicates the ratio of utilizations for each
facility from people in each ward. We can confirm that the
people from ward 6 mainly utilize facility P. Basically, bars of
wards indicate that users from different wards utilize different
facilities. For instance, users from ward 0 mainly utilize
facility A, those from ward 1 utilize facility E, those from
ward 7 utilize facility K as well as facility F, an so on.

D. Map Visualization

According to the previous scenario, the analyzing user
watches bar graphs of relationship between users’ wards
and facilities, but these graph cannot cope with geographical
relationships between users and facilities. She intends to
observe whether there is correspondence on distances between
users’ wards and locations of facilities. Thus, in this scenario,
we provide map interface in order to visualize geographical
relationships between users’ wards and locations of facilities
using ward information in user information table (Tab. I(b))
and location information in city facility utilization log table
(Tab. I(a)).

Fig. 4 showcases all pictures of geographical relationships
between users’ wards and facilities’ locations. In the figures,
users’ wards are depicted by green circle with name inside,
locations of facilities are illustrated by red pins with name
inside, and relationships between them are drawn by lines
which thicknesses are corresponding with utilization ratio (i.e.,
the larger utilization ratio the thicker, and vice versa). Fig. 4(a)
displays all relationships, it shows that facility I is largely
utilized by people from ward 1, 5, and 6.

Figures other than Fig. 4(a) depict graphical views of
utilization ratios by people in corresponding wards. These
figures indicate that people utilize closer facilities than further
facilities. For example, Fig. 4(b) focuses on people from ward
0, and utilizations of facilities are skewed to closer facilities
(i.e., F, G, H, M, and N). Similarly, Fig. 4(c) shows people

from ward 0 mainly utilize closer facilities (i.e., E, H, I, and
J). The most significantly skewed utilization ratio is that of
people from ward 4 (Fig. 4(f)) As we can see, the distance
of ward 4 to facility Q is far smaller than that to others,
and facility Q is also far from other wards. Thus, facility Q
is dominantly utilized by people in ward 4. However, even
facility Q is dominant but there are still utilizations for other
facilities by people in ward 4. This indicates that the capacity
of facility Q is sometimes not enough for people in ward 4,
and there is still space left for improving their services by
arranging rooms, increasing the number of rooms, and so forth.
Similar but more distributed case is utilization ratios of ward
2 (Fig. 4(d)). Facility A is in similar situation as facility Q,
that is, facility A is the closest facility for people in ward 2
and other facilities are much far comparing with facility A.
This indicates that facility A has few capacity and people in
ward 2 have to go far and utilize other facilities.

E. Concluding Remarks of the Analyses

Previous sections introduce analytical scenarios and an-
alytical results for real data. These scenarios are realistic
enough, since we discussed such scenarios with officers of
Tsukuba city and they found our analyses are useful for their
discussions and decisions for how to manage city facilities.
Hence, we prove the usability of our analytical system using
StreamOLAP.

IV. RELATED WORK

Real-time analytics and analyzing smart city data are under-
stood as important issues by computer science researchers and
data scientists, so there are related work to our paper which
objective is to analyze smart city data in a real-time manner.
Thus, there are roughly two categories of related work to this
paper, namely, real-time analysis (actually OLAP) and analysis
on smart city data. They are discussed in Section IV-A and
Section IV-B, respectively.

A. Real-time OLAP

There are few works on OLAP over streaming data, Han et
al. [21] have proposed Stream Cube which is an architecture
for OLAP over streaming data. OLAP over streaming data
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Analytical	Scenarios	

We	discuss	practical	scenarios	with	practitioners	in	
Tsukuba	city	and	the	following	are	three	of	them.

1. Analysis	with	drill-down	operation
• Showcasing	capabilities	of	drill-down	operations.

2. User	location-based	analysis
• Investigation	w.r.t.	locations	of	users	and	facilities

3. Map	visualization
• Visual	results	of	the	location-based	analysis



Analysis	with	drill-down	operation

• Suppose	a	user	is	interested	in	utilization	ratio	of	
facilities,	then	the	system	displays	overall	utilization	
ratio	for	each	facility.



Analysis	with	drill-down	operation

• As	she	has	a	concern	about	facility	E,	she	selects	to	
slice	and	drill-down	for	rooms	in	E.



Analysis	with	drill-down	operation

• Then,	she	gets	interested	in	handicraft	room	of	E,	
so	she	drill-down	into	months.



Analysis	with	drill-down	operation

• She	drills	down	into	hour-level	in	order	to	observe	
what	are	the	popular	time	in	a	day.



User	Location-based	Analysis

• City	officers	assume	there	are	relationships	
between	user	locations	and	facilities.

Count-based	view Ratio-based	view



Map	Visualization

• Visualize	the	relationships	on	maps	in	order	to	
understand	geographical	relationships.

Overall Ward	1 Ward	2



Conclusion

• Real-time	analytic	framework	for	smart	city
• Case	study	on	real-world	smart	city	data	based	on	
practitioners’	advices
• City	facility	utilization	logs	from	Tsukuba	city
• Basic	analytical	scenario
• Location-based	visualization

• Future	work
• Extend	the	framework	for	more	heterogeneous	data.
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